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is a question of rendering foreign sounds in Sanskrit
and in that case writing has a tendency to use the less
usual sounds and characters. If the connection of Utkala-
U(>a is admissible, one will be naturally brought to
connect Mekal-MuncJa (-Mundra, Mundra). Two series :
Kosala-Tosala, Utkala-Mekala have the same final.
By prosecuting a systematic research, one will find,
we are sure, other groups constituted after the same
type ; we will point out here only the group Accha-
Vaccha, exactly symmetrical with Anga-Vanga ; we have
not included it in our list as it lacks sufficient precision ;
we have retained only the ethnics that are precisely
localised, where the proximity accompanies the verbal
resemblance, in order to eliminate as much as possible
the risks of a purely accidental homophony. Aceba-
Vaccha are named side by side in the Jaina texts, e.g.,
BhagavatI, 15, 17, a list of the native peoples opposed
to the " barbarians" : Anga, Vanga, Magaha, Malaya,
Malavya, Accha, Vaccha, Koceha, etc. (Int. Slnd., 16,
304), and Prapapana, a list of the Ariya peoples, 3rd
verse : Tairada Tattha (°ccka B) Tar ana Attha (?ccha B 0)
(ibid, 398). The commentator explains 7aisesu Fairatapu-
ram ; but, as Weber remarks, the Vatsa have already been
mentioned in the preceding verse with the city of Kosambi
(KauSambi) which is in fact their capital. Nemicandra,
in his commentary, substitutes Maecha=Matsya and
VairSta is in fact the capital of the Matsya country. But
Accha is unknown ; the commentator admits the confusion
and the ignorance of the interpreters : Yarnno (sic)
nagaram Acclia desali anye tu Farune Accha ynrUy ahuh.
We have left aside for identical reasons, the names
of cities which offer an alternance of the same kind.
We had occasion to study, in a previous paper the
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